
                                      

                                                                
 
 
 

Easy to Read Radio Control Clock

 
 
 
 

Features: 
� Hour, minute display 
� Calendar (date, week, year: 2004-2053) 
� 12/24hr display 
� Weekday in 8 languages: English, German

Spanish, Svenska, Polski. 
� Dual alarms & Snooze 
� Thermometer  in ºC/℉ 
� Radio controlled ( MSF ) 
 
Overview of the Press Button 

 
 
 
 
 

Keys Main function 

RCC Turn on the wave receiving OR turn off the wave mode

MODE 1) At time mode to view the alarm 1 and alarm 2

2) Hold for 3 sec. to enter into setting

UP 1) Turn on/off alarm1 and alarm 2; 

2) At setting mode, upwards setting value

DOWN 

C/F 

1) At time mode,  toggle the temperature display 

2) At setting mode, downwards setting value 

SNOOZE To turn on snooze function 
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Easy to Read Radio Control Clock

 

 
 

Weekday in 8 languages: English, German, Italian, French, Dutch, 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIFICATION 

Working 
Temperature 
Temperature Range: 

Power Supply: 

Accuracy 

receiving OR turn off the wave mode 

1 and alarm 2;  

enter into setting 

 

upwards setting value 

toggle the temperature display ℃/℉  

downwards setting value   

                                                                 

Easy to Read Radio Control Clock 

+14 to +122 °F (-10 to +50 °C) 

+14 to +122 °F (-10 to +50 °C) 

DC 3V, 2 * AA, IEC: LR6 / R6P  

±1℃; ±2 sec/Day 



                                      

 
 
                                                                                                                             
A. Battery Settings   
Insert 2 x AAA batteries (not included) into the battery compartment. 
With a “BI BI BI” sound, the screen will be displaying time with 12hr display mode. Temperature will be present value in

 
B. WAVE : 

Once batteries are inserted and the wave tower appear
automatically. 
Follow below steps: 

  
Receiving:  
 
 
 
 
 
                   
    
                           Tower 2 
 
Tower 1 
                   
 
 
                  Tower 1 
 
 

 
  

1. Automatic Receiving RCC Function
at AM. 1:00，2:00，3:00，4：0

2. Press WAVE key to exit the receiving mode. 
3. During the receiving mode, there is no function for the b
4. During the receiving mode, when alarm on, it would exit the receiving mode and enter into alarm function.
5. When receiving the DST signal, the DST
6. When WAVE icon displays on the screen, 

             Once the MSF is received, the display
             The default time is 0:00(time zone:00,
             Then you can long press the MODE to change the language.
             If the wave tower does not appear in the display or can’t receive the wave
 
C. Languages setting(After the receiving mode

                                                                                                            
1. Hold the MODE key steadily for around 3 seconds, the “DEUTSCH” would flashing in 1HZ. Press UP/DOWN key to a

Re: 8 languages of weekday: DEUTSCH > ITALIANO
D.  Manual Time setting 

2. Press MODE key again “ 12hr” would flashing, press UP/DOWN to switch 12hr/24hr, 
display “        RCC ON” , press UP or DOWN to turn on/off RCC. Press MODE again to go to the next 
you can adjust the time zone through UP key or DOWN key. 
The order of setting is hour, minute, year, month, date and day of week
automatic. 

Weekday 

English Francais Deutsch

SUNDAY DIMANCHE SONNTAG

MONDAY LUNDI MONTAG

TUESDAY MARDI DIENSTAG

WEDNESDAY MERCREDI MITTWOCH

THURSDAY JEUDI DONNERSTAG

Normally
change to the wave tower 2 within 
5 minute
stop disp
10 minutes after the product is 
turned on.

If the 
but not change to Tower 2 during 
the 4
product can
signal.
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into the battery compartment.  
With a “BI BI BI” sound, the screen will be displaying time with 12hr display mode. Temperature will be present value in

wave tower appears and is flashing in 1Hz in the display, the product has entered the Wave receiving mode 

Automatic Receiving RCC Function: The clock would enter RCC Automatic Receiving whether or not RCC signal is received
00, 5:00 every day.  

key to exit the receiving mode.  
During the receiving mode, there is no function for the buttons. 
During the receiving mode, when alarm on, it would exit the receiving mode and enter into alarm function.
When receiving the DST signal, the DST would be set automatically and if receive the DST, the

s on the screen, press WAVE key, then WAVE icon would be turned off.
display would be in Germany language.  

is 0:00(time zone:00, time format 24hr.), default date:01 January 2016, default week is Freitag (Germany)
Then you can long press the MODE to change the language. 

not appear in the display or can’t receive the wave，please go to the manual setting. 

receiving mode is finished) 
                                                                                                            
Hold the MODE key steadily for around 3 seconds, the “DEUTSCH” would flashing in 1HZ. Press UP/DOWN key to a

ITALIANO > ESPRNOL > NEDERLANDS > SVENSHR > POLSK

would flashing, press UP/DOWN to switch 12hr/24hr, then press the MODE key again, then the screen will 
, press UP or DOWN to turn on/off RCC. Press MODE again to go to the next display

UP key or DOWN key. Finally enter into time setting mode and use UP/DOWN to choose the value. 
The order of setting is hour, minute, year, month, date and day of week. If you change to another time zone, the time would change 

Deutsch Italiano Espanol Nederlands 

ONNTAG DOMENICA DOMINGO ZONDAG 

MONTAG LUNEDI LUNES MAANDAG 

DIENSTAG MARTEDI MARTES DINSDAG 

MITTWOCH MERCOLEDI MIÉRCOLES WOENSDAG

DONNERSTAG GIOVEDI JUEVES DONDERDAG

Normally, the wave Tower 1 will 
change to the wave tower 2 within 

minutes. Wave Tower 2 won’t 
stop displaying and flashing until 
10 minutes after the product is 
turned on. 

If the wave Tower 1 only flashes 
but not change to Tower 2 during 
the 4 minutes it means the 
product can’t receive the wave 
signal. 

When it receives the wave signal, the tower 2 will 
display all the time but not flash. 

If it can’t receive the wave signal, the Tower 2 will 
disappear after the 7 minutes. 
means the product is try
but cannot. The wave signal is weak.

Step 1: Hold and press the WAVE key with a BI 
sound. The wave tower will display and flash 
again on the LCD. 
again in 4 minutes.

Step 2: If the product still cannot receive the 
signal, move to the 

                                                                                                                                                      

With a “BI BI BI” sound, the screen will be displaying time with 12hr display mode. Temperature will be present value in ℉. 

display, the product has entered the Wave receiving mode 

hether or not RCC signal is received 

During the receiving mode, when alarm on, it would exit the receiving mode and enter into alarm function. 
and if receive the DST, the icon    will display on. 

, then WAVE icon would be turned off. 

2016, default week is Freitag (Germany) 

lease go to the manual setting.  

                                                                                                             
Hold the MODE key steadily for around 3 seconds, the “DEUTSCH” would flashing in 1HZ. Press UP/DOWN key to adjust. 

OLSKI > ENGLISH > FRANCAIS > 

press the MODE key again, then the screen will 
display, When screen appear “00”, 

time setting mode and use UP/DOWN to choose the value. 
. If you change to another time zone, the time would change 

 Svenska polski 

SÖNDAG NIEDZIELA 

 MÅNDAG PONIEDZIALEK 

 TISDAG WTOREK 

NSDAG ONSDAG SROOA 

DERDAG TORSDAG CZWARTEK 

When it receives the wave signal, the tower 2 will 
display all the time but not flash.  

t receive the wave signal, the Tower 2 will 
disappear after the 7 minutes. In this case, it 
means the product is trying to get the wave signal, 

. The wave signal is weak. 

tep 1: Hold and press the WAVE key with a BI 
The wave tower will display and flash 

again on the LCD. The signal should re-appear 
again in 4 minutes. 

tep 2: If the product still cannot receive the 
to the “manual time setting”. 



                                      

FRIDAY VENDREDI FREITAG

SATURDAY SAMEDI SAMSTAG

Month 

English Francais Deutsch

JANUARY JANVIER JANUAR

FEBRUARY FEVRIER FEBRUAR

MARCH MARS MAERZ

APRIL AVRIL APRIL 

MAY MAI MAI 

JUNE JUIN JUNI 

JULY JUILLET JULI 

AUGUST AOUT AUGUST

SEPTEMBER 
SEPTEMBR
E 

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER OCTOBRE OKTOBER

NOVEMBER NOVEMBRE NOVEMBER

DECEMBER DECEMBRE DEZEMBER

3. The week will be automatically set.  
4. If you do not touch any key for 20 seconds, it’ll be back to the time mode.
D. Alarm setting:  

1. There are two alarms for any time: Alarm 1 and Alarm 2  shows with icon     and icon    .
1.1 At time mode, press MODE key one time to swift to Alarm 1 mode.
1.2 Hold and press MODE key steadily for around 3 seconds to enter setting mode. Press UP/ DOWN key to adjust. 
1.3 The setting sequence is hour, minute. Then press ALARM key to confirm. 
1.4 In time mode, Press UP to turn on/off alarm 
1.5 When alarm on, if you don’t press any key to stop the alarm, it lasts for 1 minute. Or you can press any key to stop the alar

1.4.1   0-10 seconds with BI only; 
1.4.2  11-20 seconds with BIBI sound;
1.4.3   21-30 seconds with BIBIBIBI sound,
1.4.4   after 31 seconds with continuing BI sound. 

      1.5   Alarm 2 setting is same as Alarm 1.  
2. To turn on/off the alarm: 

2.1   At normal mode, press UP key one time to turn on
2.2   At normal mode, press UP key two time to turn on
2.3   Press the UP key three time the icon     and      are all disappear. All the alarm off. 

E. Snooze  
1. When alarm on, the icon     or      would flashing, press SNOOZE to go into the snooze mode. Icon 

     3. When snooze on the    would flashing .  
 
F. Temperature 

At normal mode, press DOWN key to change temperature displ
G. Safety lock 
    Long press both the “UP” key and “DOWN” key to turn up/off safety lock. 

The     would appear in the display. Under
functions. 
 
General Safety Instructions 
 
Read the operating instructions carefully before putting the appliance into operation and keep the instructions including the
and, if possible, the box with the internal packing. If you give this device 
� In order to prevent the risk of damage to the unit, you should not expose the unit to rain or moisture. Consequently, do not 

the immediate vicinity of water – for example ne
� The appliance is designed exclusively for private use and for the envisaged purpose. This appliance is not fit for commercial
� When using external mains supply, pay attention to the correct polarity a
� Assemble the device in such a way that the available ventilation openings are not covered.
� Never open the housing of the device. Incorrect repairs can constitute a considerable risk for the u

not operate the unit, but have it repaired by an expert.
� If the unit is not in use for long periods of time, remove the batteries.
Children and Frail Individuals 
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FREITAG VENERDI VIERNES VRIJDAG 

SAMSTAG SABATO SÚBADO ZATERDAG 

Deutsch Italiano Espanol Nederlands 

JANUAR GENNAIO ENERO JANUARI 

FEBRUAR FEBBRAIO FEBRERO FEBRUARI 

MAERZ MARZO MARZO MAART 

 APRILE ABRIL APRIL 

MAGGIO MAYO MEI 

 GIUGNO JUNIO JUNI 

LUGLIO JULIO JULI 

AUGUST AGOSTO AGOSTO AUGUSTUS

SEPTEMBER SETTEMBRE SEPTIEMBRE SEPTEMBER

OKTOBER OTTOBRE OCTUBRE OKTOBER 

NOVEMBER NOVEMBRE NOVIEMBRE NOVEMBER

DEZEMBER DICEMBRE DICIEMBRE DECEMBER

If you do not touch any key for 20 seconds, it’ll be back to the time mode. 

1 and Alarm 2  shows with icon     and icon    . 
time to swift to Alarm 1 mode. 

key steadily for around 3 seconds to enter setting mode. Press UP/ DOWN key to adjust. 
The setting sequence is hour, minute. Then press ALARM key to confirm.  
In time mode, Press UP to turn on/off alarm 1/2. 
When alarm on, if you don’t press any key to stop the alarm, it lasts for 1 minute. Or you can press any key to stop the alar

20 seconds with BIBI sound; 
30 seconds with BIBIBIBI sound, 

after 31 seconds with continuing BI sound.  
 

key one time to turn on  the alarm 1, the icon     would appear.  
wo time to turn on  the alarm 2. the icon     would appear 

key three time the icon     and      are all disappear. All the alarm off.  

. When alarm on, the icon     or      would flashing, press SNOOZE to go into the snooze mode. Icon 
 

At normal mode, press DOWN key to change temperature display unit in ℉ or ℃. 

key to turn up/off safety lock.  
nder the     circumstances, the display was fixed, press the key 

Read the operating instructions carefully before putting the appliance into operation and keep the instructions including the
and, if possible, the box with the internal packing. If you give this device to other people, please also pass on the operating instructions.

In order to prevent the risk of damage to the unit, you should not expose the unit to rain or moisture. Consequently, do not 
for example near a bath tub, a swimming pool or in a damp cellar. 

The appliance is designed exclusively for private use and for the envisaged purpose. This appliance is not fit for commercial
When using external mains supply, pay attention to the correct polarity and voltage. Always place the batteries in the correct direction.
Assemble the device in such a way that the available ventilation openings are not covered. 
Never open the housing of the device. Incorrect repairs can constitute a considerable risk for the user. Should the unit become damaged, do 
not operate the unit, but have it repaired by an expert. 
If the unit is not in use for long periods of time, remove the batteries. 

 FREDAG PIATEK 

 LÖRDAG SOBOTA 

 Svenska polski 

JANUARI STYCZEN 

 FEBRUARI LUTY 

MARS MARZEC 

APRIL KWIECIEN 

MAJ MAJ 

JUNI CZERWIEC 

JULI LIPIEC 

AUGUSTUS AUGUSTI SIERPIEN 

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER WRZESIEN 

 OKTOBER PAZDZIERNIK 

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER LISTOPAD 

DECEMBER DECEMBER GRUDZIEN 

key steadily for around 3 seconds to enter setting mode. Press UP/ DOWN key to adjust.  

When alarm on, if you don’t press any key to stop the alarm, it lasts for 1 minute. Or you can press any key to stop the alarm.  

. When alarm on, the icon     or      would flashing, press SNOOZE to go into the snooze mode. Icon    would appear in the display.  

, the display was fixed, press the key do not have any effect on the 

Read the operating instructions carefully before putting the appliance into operation and keep the instructions including the warranty, the receipt 
to other people, please also pass on the operating instructions. 

In order to prevent the risk of damage to the unit, you should not expose the unit to rain or moisture. Consequently, do not use the device in 

The appliance is designed exclusively for private use and for the envisaged purpose. This appliance is not fit for commercial use. 
nd voltage. Always place the batteries in the correct direction. 

ser. Should the unit become damaged, do 



                                      

� In order to ensure your children’s safety, please keep
� This device is not intended to be used by individuals (including children) who have restricted physical, sensory or mental ab

insufficient knowledge and/or experience, unless they are supervised by an individual who is responsible for their safety or have received 
instructions on how to use the device. 

� Children should be supervised at all times in order to ensure that they do not play with the device.
Special Safety Instructions 
� Do not use the device in locations that are extremely hot, cold, dusty or moist. 
� Ensure that the device is sufficiently ventilated!
� Do not cover any ventilation slits with objects such as magazines, tablecloths, curtains etc.
� Keep the device away from vases, baths, wash basins etc. If liquid enters the device this may cause serious damage.
 
 
 
 
 
Battery Warning:  
 
Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon
Do not mix old and new batteries 
Exhausted batteries are to be removed
The supply terminals are not to be short
Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used
Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity
 
 
Battery Disposal: 
 
The wheelie bin symbol indicates the product and batteries must not be disposed of in the domestic waste as they 
can contain substances that are damaging to the environment. Please use designated collection points or 
recycling facilities when disposing of the item or batteries.
Contact your local waste disposal agency or your retailer for further information
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In order to ensure your children’s safety, please keep all packaging (plastic bags, boxes, polystyrene etc.) out of their reach.
This device is not intended to be used by individuals (including children) who have restricted physical, sensory or mental ab

unless they are supervised by an individual who is responsible for their safety or have received 

Children should be supervised at all times in order to ensure that they do not play with the device. 

Do not use the device in locations that are extremely hot, cold, dusty or moist.  
Ensure that the device is sufficiently ventilated! 
Do not cover any ventilation slits with objects such as magazines, tablecloths, curtains etc. 

away from vases, baths, wash basins etc. If liquid enters the device this may cause serious damage.

Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) and rechargeable batteries (including hydride)

ed batteries are to be removed 
The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited 
Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used 
Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity 

indicates the product and batteries must not be disposed of in the domestic waste as they 
can contain substances that are damaging to the environment. Please use designated collection points or 
recycling facilities when disposing of the item or batteries. Batteries should be removed from the product.
Contact your local waste disposal agency or your retailer for further information 

Batch No: 4568068               Product Code: 
         Made in China for S&S Enterprises Ltd. 26 Perivale Park Middlesex UB6 

all packaging (plastic bags, boxes, polystyrene etc.) out of their reach. 
This device is not intended to be used by individuals (including children) who have restricted physical, sensory or mental abilities and/or 

unless they are supervised by an individual who is responsible for their safety or have received 

away from vases, baths, wash basins etc. If liquid enters the device this may cause serious damage.  

zinc) and rechargeable batteries (including hydride) 

 

indicates the product and batteries must not be disposed of in the domestic waste as they 
can contain substances that are damaging to the environment. Please use designated collection points or 

Batteries should be removed from the product. 

Product Code: M192129 
S Enterprises Ltd. 26 Perivale Park Middlesex UB6    


